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Dover Publications Inc., United States, 1990. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 272 x 206 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Beautiful crocheted items that enhanced interior furnishing
generations ago are once again in the needlecraft spotlight. For this outstanding collection of
classic crochet patterns, needlework authority Mary Carolyn Waldrep has selected for today s
needleworker a variety of attractive designs that first appeared in now-rare thread-company
instruction leaflets of the 1930s through the 50s. Included in The Crocheter s Treasure Chest are
patterns for a lovely tablecloth with a rose motif, a floral-patterned refreshment set (comprising
coasters and a larger doily), an elegant series of wide edgings displaying scallops, florals, and filet
mesh; a tea-cart cloth with lacy petal designs; a magnificent Cameo bedspread; the
Chrysanthemum, a charming tablecloth composed of delicate medallions beautiful enough to
complement any table arrangement; and dozens of other eye-catching pieces. A complete list of
necessary materials accompanies each pattern, while more than 65 illustrations and detailed, rowby-row instructions guide beginning and advanced needleworkers through each step of the
crocheting process. Here s a rich anthology of heirloom-quality designs that crocheters are sure to
find inspirational and irresistible.
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Reviews
Absolutely among the finest pdf I have got possibly read. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Prof. Lois Cormier II
It is an remarkable ebook which i have possibly read. It really is packed with wisdom and knowledge Its been printed in an extremely easy way which is
only after i finished reading through this pdf by which really altered me, alter the way i believe.
-- Dr. Nikolas Mayer
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